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Allison: Being at the forefront of an industrial
revolution with industry is super exciting. It's
great to be able to help clients think outside of
the box.

Emily: So I have people on my team right now in
the US, Canada in the Romania, France and
everyone knows to reach out, so I think that
gives us a nice diverse opinion and the ability to
influence projects on a global scale.

Alen: Industry X is all about innovation. A lot of
things that people thought can only be far far out
in the future we're making it happen now.

Katie: We love working together. We love
celebrating our wins together.

Katie: One thing I think that's really unique about
being in industry X.0 is that the people there
aren't afraid to try something.

Garai: It’s the team members always. Getting
the right people to the right thing and
finding the right people for the right position.

Mark: By 2025, what would a planet look like?
What type of technologies would you be using
daily
I think it's really important to find new ways to
think about how things are done in industrial
environments.

Barnabas: We set our own challenges so
basically the limit is our own imagination.

Alen: Let's sit down and spend a few days was
just use the whiteboard and I just come up
with things and they actually touch and feel what
innovation would look like.

Reding: Being up to date on everything that is
moving in the technology world - I love it.

Davide: And each of us have a great opportunity
to tell the customer a story by leveraging
what are their talents.

[Music]

Brooke: What motivates me daily is being
around the ingenious people that we have
Peter: There are, for example, software
developers, automation engineers, mechanical
engineers so it's a really colorful team.
Barnabas: Collaboration is very important
especially in a mixed team.
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